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This article shows how to find all vector partitions of any positive integral values of n, but only all 
vector partitions of 4, 5, and 6 are shown by algebraically. These must be satisfied by the definitions 
of crank of vector partitions. 
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1. Introduction  
Here we discuss such a crank which in terms of a weighted count of what we call vector 
partitions. We give the definitions of  ,  # ,   , crank of vector partitions, weight 
of 

,  nmNV , ,  ntmNV ,,  and prove the partitions congruences moduli 5, 7 and 11 with 
the help of examples by finding all vector partitions of 4, 5 and 6, respectively. We 
analyze the generating functions for  nmNV ,  and  ntmNV ,, . 
 
2. Definitions  
 
  : A partition. 
 
 #  :  The number of parts of  . 
 




Crank of vector partitions: The number of parts of 
2  minus the number of parts of 3 , where 2  
and 3  are unrestricted partitions in a vector partition  321 ,,  

 of n, if the sum of 

 is 






:  Weight of vector partition 





 nmNV , : The number of vector partitions of n (counted according to the weight  ) with the crank 
m. 
 
 ntmNV ,, : The number of vector partitions of n (counted according to the weight  ) with the crank 
congruent to m modulo t. 
 
3. The Crank for Vector Partitions  
 
For a partition  , let  #   be the number of parts of   and    be the sum of the parts of   with 
the convention       0#    for the empty partition   of 0 (Andrews 1985, Andrews and 
Garvan 1988). 
 
Let,     1321 ,, V

 is a partition into unequal parts 
2 , 3  are unrestricted partitions}. We 
shall call the elements of V





 we define the sum of parts, s, 
a weight,  , and a crank, c, by; 
 














 is a vector partition of n, if   ns 

. For example, if  1,11,1 






,   1

c  and 

 is a vector partition of 4. 
 
The number of vector partitions of n (counted according to the weight  ) with the crank m is 
denoted by  nmNv ,  so that; 
 
    

nmNV , ; if V

 ,    ns 

, and    mc 

.   
 















 4,,1  

 +1 –1 
 13,,2  

 +1 –2 
 22,,3  

 +1 –2 
 112,,4  

 +1 –3 
 1111,,5  

 +1 –4 
 3,1,6  

 +1 0 
 12,1,7  

 +1 –1 
 1111,8  

 +1 –2 
 22,9  

 +1 0 
 11,2,10  

 +1 –1 
 2,11,11  

 +1 1 
 11,11,12  

 +1 0 
 1,3,13  

 +1 0 
 1,12,14  

 +1 1 
 1,111,15  

 +1 2 
  ,4,16 

 +1 1 







































































































From the above table we have, 
 
           241312964,0 





= 1+1+1+1–1–1–1–1+1 = 1      (1) 
 
The number of vector partitions of n (counted according to the weight  ) with the crank congruent 
to k modulo t is denoted by  ntkNV ,, , so that; 
 










 ,    ns 





From the table we get; 
 
 4,5,1VN        1614115 





= 1+1+1+1–1–1–1–1+1 = 1.                              (3) 
 
By considering the transformation that interchanges 
2  and 3  we have; 
 
   nmNnmN VV ,,  . 
 
We illustrate with an example; 
 














= 1 + 1 + 1–1–1–1–1+1 = 0 
 




      14,5,44,5,15 20  

VV NN  
  
    4,5,154,5,1  VV NN  by (3). 
 
Generally we can write, 
 
   ntmtNntmN VV ,,,,   
 
3.1. The Generating Function for  nmNV ,  
 






























    (4) 
 

























 ,  
 













 ,  
 





V nmNnP , .   (5) 
 
Now we discuss it with an example; 
 
R. H. S. =  

m








V mN 4,  
 =…+  4,4VN +  4,3VN +  4,2VN +  4,1VN +  4,0VN +  4,1VN +  4,2VN  
          
+  4,3VN +  4,4VN +… 
 
= 0 + 1 + 0 + 1 + 0 + 1 + 0 + 1 + 0 + 1= 5 =  4P = L. H. S. 
 
3.2. The Generating Function for  nNV ,0    
 



















































....01 65432  xxxxxx  
 
=  0,0VN +  xNV 1,0 +  
22,0 xNV +  
33,0 xNV +  
44,0 xNV +  
55,0 xNV +  












3.4.1. The result is; 
 







nkNV ; 40  k . 
 
Proof: We prove the result with an example. 
 
From the table 1 we get; 
 
           241312964,5,0 





= 1+1+1+1–1–1–1–1+1 = 1,     
 
 4,5,1VN  = 1+1+1+1–1–1–1–1+1 = 1, 
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 4,5,2VN  = 1+1+1+1–1–1–1= 1,    
 
 4,5,3VN  = 1+1+1–1–1+1–1= 1,    
 
 4,5,4VN  = 1+1+1–1–1–1–1+1+1 = 1. 
    




, where n = 0. 
 
In general we can write; 
 







nkNV ; 40  k .  
 
Hence the Theorem. 
 
3.2.2. The result is; 
 







nkNV ; 60  k . 
 
Proof: We prove the result with an example. 
 
The vector partitions of 5 are given in the table below:  
 
 








 5,,1  

 +1 –1 
 14,,2  

 +1 –2 
 23,,3  

 +1 –2 
 113,,4  

 +1 –3 
 122,,5  

 +1 –3 
 1112,,6  

 +1 –4 
 11111,,7  

 +1 –5 
  ,,58 

 –1 0 
  ,5,9 

 +1 1 
  ,14,10 

 +1 2 
  ,,1411 

 +1 0 
  ,1,412 

 –1 1 
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  ,4,113 

 –1 1 
 1,4,14  

 +1 0 
 4,1,15  

 +1 0 
 4,,116  

 –1 –1 

















































































































































































































































































From this table we have; 
 
 5,7,0VN        1514118 

 +          5554232218 

 +
         7877767570 





= –1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1–1–1–1–1–1–1–1–1+1 = 1.    
       
Similarly, 
 






In general we can write; 
 







nkNV ; 60  k . 
 
Hence the result. 
 
3.2.3. The result is; 
 









Proof: We prove the result with an example. 
 
The vector partitions of 6 are given in the table below:  
 
 








 6,,1  

 +1 –1 
 15,,2  

 +1 –2 
 24,,3  

 +1 –2 
 114,,4  

 +1 –3 
 33,,5  

 +1 –2 
 123,,6  

 +1 –3 
 1113,,7  

 +1 –4 
 222,,8  

 +1 –3 
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 1122,,9  

 +1 –4 
 11112,,10  

 +1 –5 
 111111,,11  

 +1 –6 
  ,6,12 

 +1 1 
  ,15,13 

 +1 2 
  ,24,14 

 +1 2 
  ,114,15 

 +1 3 
  ,33,16 

 +1 2 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































From this table we have; 
 
 6,11,0VN        26252423 





         6665624943 





     807970 





= –1+1+1–1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1–1–1–1–1–1–1–1–1+1+1+1–1–1 = 1.    
       




, where n = 0 and k = 0. 
 
Hence the result. 
 
4. Conclusions  





V nmNnP ,  and easily 
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